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 Examination 

Board: Edexcel 

Course Code: 

1MU0 
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Performing coursework:  

Solo and ensemble performances, each at least one minute 

long, to a total of over 4 minutes. 

4 minutes Easter 30% 

Composing coursework: 

Two compositions, one to a set brief, one free composition, 

each one at least one minute long to a total of over 3 

minutes. 

3 minutes Easter 30% 

Listening and appraising: 

6 questions on the set works, 1 question on an unprepared 

piece of music, 1 dictation question, 1 essay question com-

paring a set work and an unfamiliar piece.  

1 hour  

45 minutes 

Summer 

Year 11 
40% 

 

1. Listen to the set works with the annotated scores and become familiar with the pieces 

(YouTube links on SMHW). 

2. Learn the meanings of the musical elements (Organisation of Pitch (melodically and 

harmonically), Tonality, Form/Structure, Sonority, Texture, Tempo, Metre and Rhythm, 

Dynamics). 

3. Learn words used to describe each musical element (see musical elements jigsaw handout 

and the music vocabulary list from the specification). 

4. Listen to the set works and learn to aurally recognise all the instruments that are playing. 

5. Create a mindmap / list of words for each musical element for each set work. 

6. Listen to unfamiliar music and describe the various musical elements in a segment (what are 

the dynamics doing? What is the shape of the melody? What harmonic device has been used 

throughout the piece? 

7. Learn the key features of the genres /styles represented by the set works (Baroque period, 

Romantic period, Fusion, Jazz, Samba, etc.). 
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Music 
GCSE 

 

Knowledge organisers in the GCSE Music folders on the 

Student Shared area. 

A variety of quizzes to test your knowledge: 

https://quizlet.com/join/Q9XvC4AWV   
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Sign up for 

Music GCSE 

coursework 

support after 

school on 

Fridays in A9 

until Christmas. 

Other days 

added after 

Christmas! 
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